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About This Game

With boots of speed on your feet, an infinite supply of bullets for your semi-automatic and the ability to jump over twice your
own height, you're well equipped to go up against any enemy on your quest to reach Lovely Planet! Balance between jumping

around dodging bullets and taking aim for a better shot at your enemies, don't waste time camping at cover spots and waiting for
enemies to pop out - artfully evade the onslaught of bullets and defeat all baddies that stand in your way!

The most authentic First Person Shooter experience, a game of jumping and shooting

Hundred levels to master, five worlds to discover, one faraway destination

Learn and practice each level to earn stars and set world records
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Search for multiple secrets hidden deep within each world

Precise Gun Ballet at a flawless 60 frames per second! (conditions apply)

A story so abstract, it's not told at all - you won't know what hit you

Original Soundtrack by Calum Bowen
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Worst controls I've ever seen.. You know, the game itself is awful. My half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥Let's Play got flagged by Youtube for
having Hitman music in it. The car steers like you're trying to steer a washing machine, it has voice acting that is aggressively
bad, no sanity check for your character's one liners and accents none of a team of drunken idiots could place. It's bad enough
that I couldn't complete the LP without copious amounts of booze and I couldn't be bothered to edit it because it's just boring
after the initial trainwreck wears off. Then you get to the ending. And they make a Dr. Mengele joke.

tl;dr: Even drunk and with company this game was bad and ends with Nazis.. I'm utterly terrible and most of my playtime was
before Steam but Quarries of Scred is the arcade game I never had as a kid.. THis is way more fun than I thought it would be.
Playing on easy it is pretty simple game play but it switches maps every four couple levels and has a first person view bonus
level after each boss.. Pretty good game, it should get more attention.. Un gioco molto simpatico e richiede anhce molta
concentrazione per superare molti livelli. Grab the Bottle is a fresh breeze from the field of puzzle games, loaning its main
gameplay element from the classic game Snake. You play as a stretching arm trying to reach for that precious bottle of your
favourite drink while having to collect, move and break objects that are on your way.

My first concern was if this game would fall in the category of casual puzzle games that are better suited for mobile platforms.
With this in mind, I started playing Grab the Bottle and after the introduction levels I was positively surprised. Each level
provides you with new challenges, making you progress either with trial and error or carefully planning your way to the finish
line. No matter what's your approach, it takes some time to solve each puzzle and it really feels good when you get them done.

The visual style of Grab the Bottle is strongly influenced by the 50s comics and posters and truly, most of the time playing this
game I feel like browsing a MAD magazine. The sound design and music go well along with the visuals, although at some point
one of the music tracks got a little repetitive.

I found myself a little disappointed because this game doesn't have a grading system to tell you how well you did each level. I
would really like a timer or an indicator for how long I had to stretch my arm to get to the bottle. This would give the player
more sense of accoplishment and add more replay value for the levels.

When it comes to early access, the game seems to work just fine. I found some bugs when I really, really tried and reported
them to the developers. But hey, that's what early access is for!

Overall, Grab the Bottle is an original, fun and challenging puzzle game with a little flaws here and there. I am looking
forward to more content being added!
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It looks nice but thats all.
Boring Dungeon exploring and battles.
The Dungeons feelt empty.
The only good thing is the Story but that alone cant save the game

4/10. I think this game is good. Have good graphics and gameplay.
Worth the price and wait time.. More CG, but shorter than part 1. It's more serious and less easy-going than part 1, too.
Still overpriced...
Why does it has to be split into 2 parts, anyway?. If you like the original game, this one probably isn't for you. Sure the plot
concepts are similar, but you can (and will often) actually lose in this game. It's very annoying how easy it is to get a bad ending.
I still haven't played a whole lot of this game in terms of endings, but I have gotten 4 playthroughs and only 2 endings so far,
both of which are unhappy endings. This is not only annoying gameplay wise, because you just end up selecting random choices
and hoping that you picked enough to get it right this time, but the plot gets significantly darker if you pick some decisions and
not others. There also isn't a lot of clarity in your choices, and picking some of the right paths but not others is entirely trial and
error, as most if not all of the feedback you will get is withheld until you are locked into an ending.

Hopefully the developers will learn from this one, because again, the plot is decent, and the premise is interesting compared to
the other VNs on Steam. I would love to see another entry in this series, but this game, in my opinion, is a step in the wrong
direction.. great game but stuck in demo for me so i can't play :(. A bleak and melodic head trip. The short buzz is worth the
asking price. Not for everyone, but thankfully so.. This collection is a wonderful value. Many classics along with some titles that
never made it out of the arcade. Pure and simple beat-em-up goodness that anyone can pick up and enjoy. There's something for
everyone here. The games all play great and I've never had an issue (I haven't played any online matches, so I can't comment on
that side of things).

It has been a joy to introduce my nephew to these classics and to see him enjoy them. Here's hoping that Capcom releases more
collections of their classics (SNES games maybe?). They made a mistake on the store page, it should say 1985 for release date.
C=64 had better gameplay and graphics then this junk.
I think they stole it from some Abandonware site.
How the hell did this game get onto Steam in the first place?
Mine was free thankfully.. No Microtransactions -10/10
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